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Electrostatic particle-in-cell simulations of a Penning discharge are performed in order to

investigate azimuthally asymmetric, spoke-like structures previously observed in experiments.

Two-dimensional simulations show that for Penning-discharge conditions, a persistent nonlinear

spoke-like structure forms readily and rotates in the direction of E � B and electron diamagnetic

drifts. The azimuthal velocity is within about a factor of 2 of the ion acoustic speed. The spoke fre-

quency follows the experimentally observed scaling with ion mass, which indicates the importance

of ion inertia in spoke formation. The spoke provides enhanced (anomalous) radial electron trans-

port, and the effective cross-field conductivity is several times larger than the classical (collisional)

value. The level of anomalous current obtained in the simulations is in good agreement with the

experimental data. The rotating spoke channels most of the radial current, observable by an edge

probe as short pulses. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5017467

I. INTRODUCTION

Crossed-field, also known as Hall or E � B, plasma

devices are characterized by perpendicular electric (E) and

magnetic (B) fields. Electrons are typically magnetized and

ions are unmagnetized, or weakly magnetized. Such devices

are relevant to materials processing,1 spacecraft propulsion,2

and as ion beam sources.3 A commonality among a wide

variety of crossed-field devices is the significance of anoma-

lous electron transport across the applied magnetic field and

the spontaneous emergence of large-scale structures.4–11 An

understanding of these effects is important for both academic

(fundamental plasma physics) and practical (device perfor-

mance, efficiency and lifetime) purposes.

The Penning discharge is an archetypical crossed-field

configuration that exhibits essential features and characteris-

tics of many widely used E � B devices. The device typically

features an approximately uniform axial confining magnetic

field and plasma is generated at the center of this trap by a

source of ionizing electrons. The preferential diffusion of the

weakly magnetized ions results in a radial ambipolar field and

therefore E � B drifts in the azimuthal direction. The Penning

discharge has similar plasma parameters, electric, and mag-

netic fields as the near-anode region of a Hall thruster, where

a spoke-like coherent structure is commonly observed.12–16

Penning discharges provide more convenient access for diag-

nostics than Hall thrusters do, and the physics is somewhat

simplified by the lack of a magnetic field gradient, eliminating

one energy source able to drive instabilities.17

Early investigations into electron transport within a

Penning discharge revealed that the onset of anomalous

effects coincided with the formation of an m¼ 1 flute insta-

bility6 with a frequency between 25 and 50 kHz. This struc-

ture was similar in characteristic to the spoke that, at the

time, had been observed in Hall thrusters.4 More recent

investigations have been carried out in the Mistral device at

the University of Marseille.13 It was observed that by modi-

fying the source potential, the mode could be transitioned

from an m¼ 2 to m¼ 1 to a purely turbulent spectrum.14

The low mode number structures were correlated strongly

with anomalous transport,15 and tomography measurements

showed that the structure roughly retained its shape through-

out rotation.16 Further work has been carried out within a

Penning discharge at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

(PPPL). Parameter scans with magnetic field and discharge

gas showed that the spoke frequency scales as (B/M)0.5, where

M is the ion mass.12

Originally, it was suggested that the spoke instability was

a type of ionization wave,4,5 similar to the concept first pro-

posed by Alfv�en.18,19 It was later realized, however, that the

spoke is related to long-wavelength density-gradient-driven

flute modes15,17,20 that saturate at large amplitude. These

modes are related to the Simon-Hoh instability21,22 that occurs

when the electric field and density gradient of the plasma are

aligned, so that ions are confined by the radial electric field,

and density perturbations evolve in such a way that the result-

ing charge separation enhances the perturbation, leading to

instability. The spoke formation is also facilitated by an

inverse cascade of energy from higher wavenumber flute

modes.17 Plasma in a Penning discharge is weakly collisional

and the Modified Simon-Hoh Instability21,22 (MSHI) is con-

sidered the most likely candidate mode responsible for spoke

fluctuations. The MSHI is a collisionless version of the

Simon-Hoh instability, where the ion drift velocity (which isa)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: carlsson@pppl.gov
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much reduced compared to that of the electrons due to the

large ion Larmor radius in a weak magnetic field) is taken into

account.23,24

To capture the effects of anomalous transport within

numerical models, it is important that simulations be self-

consistent, where kinetic effects are important.2 This makes

the Particle-in-Cell technique combined with a Monte-Carlo

Collision model (PIC-MCC) well suited for numerical inves-

tigations of anomalous transport in crossed-field plasmas.

PIC-MCC modeling is computationally expensive, since all

time and space scales of the plasma must be resolved, with

the electron plasma frequency, or electron cell transit time,

and Debye length generally being the most restrictive. This

makes it particularly challenging to observe long time and

large scale structures. To alleviate this issue, problem models

are often scaled for either reduced system size25 or reduced

plasma density or relative permittivity.26

Improvements in modern computing have led to a num-

ber of recent efforts to model Hall plasmas in two dimen-

sions,27,28 and even entire three-dimensional devices.25,29–31

Few simulations have focused on the modeling of a Penning

discharge, which has the advantage of being well represented

by a two-dimensional simulation model with the axial direc-

tion numerically unresolved. These features make the Penning

discharge an interesting and potentially more tractable model

for exploring anomalous transport and electric self-

organization, as well as an attractive target for code validation

in preparation for three-dimensional Hall-thruster simulations.

In this paper, we base our model on the Penning discharge

at PPPL.12 This experiment has a radius of about 10 cm and

length of around 40 cm. It typically operates with axial mag-

netic field strengths between 10 and 1000 G with pure argon,

xenon, or mixtures of the gases giving background gas pres-

sures between 0.1 and 1 mTorr. The cylindrical device wall is

grounded, acting as the anode and a plasma cathode injects a

beam of electrons along the axis, resulting in a predominantly

radial electric field. A schematic of the device is shown in Fig.

1. Electron density ne is around 1011 cm�3 and temperature Te

is 1–10 eV. Under a wide range of plasma parameters, a rotat-

ing, spoke-like coherent structure is observed in experiments,

with frequency in the 10 s of kHz range.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

We use the PIC-MCC code Large-Scale Plasma (LSP),32

which was recently modified, benchmarked, and validated for

a low-temperature plasma application.33 We implemented

new Poisson solvers in LSP after being unable to achieve

acceptably small residuals with the available solvers. For the

simulations reported here, direct solvers were used to solve

the discretized Poisson equation. More recently, we have also

implemented a multigrid Poisson solver to enable scalable

three-dimensional simulations of a Hall thruster. Our modifi-

cations of LSP have been significant enough to warrant the

use of the name PPPL-LSP for our version of the code.

The goal of the work presented here is to perform two-

dimensional simulations reproducing the essential physics

and main features of spoke formation in the PPPL Penning-

discharge experiment and similar devices. Some initial simu-

lations were performed with a one-dimensional model to

develop a correctly configured input file with parameters

resulting in numerically converged solutions. In the one-

dimensional simulation model, the plasma is assumed to be

azimuthally symmetric and only the (radial) distance from

the device axis is numerically resolved. As expected, the

one-dimensional model does not reproduce the characteristic

features of the experiment, but some nevertheless interesting

results are presented in the Appendix. In the two-

dimensional simulations, the plane perpendicular to the

device axis (i.e., the azimuthal and radial directions) is

numerically resolved using Cartesian coordinates. The simu-

lation domain thus corresponds to the end view of the actual

device, shown in Fig. 1(b). It is expected that azimuthal per-

turbations are important for the radial anomalous transport.

A uniform Cartesian mesh is chosen, despite the cylindrical

geometry of the device and the strong on-axis density peak-

ing. Use of a uniform Cartesian mesh helps in avoiding

potential numerical problems often associated with nonuni-

form meshes, particularly at the center of the trap. The sys-

tem axial direction (along the direction of the magnetic field)

is not resolved and therefore the spoke structure is here

assumed to be uniform in the axial direction.

The device and plasma parameters used for the simula-

tions are chosen as similar as practically possible to those of

the actual device. Simulations are performed with either

helium, argon, or xenon at gas pressures around 200 l Torr

and with an initially quasineutral plasma with 10 eV electron

temperature, room-temperature (25.2 meV) ions, and densi-

ties of 5 � 1011 cm�3. The resulting Debye length is about

33 lm. A PIC simulation using the actual device and plasma

parameters would then need about 104 cells in each direction

to achieve a numerical resolution high enough to avoid

FIG. 1. Schematic of the PPPL

Penning discharge experiment: (a) side

view and (b) end view.
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spurious grid heating. Such a simulation is feasible in two

dimensions but would fall well into to the territory of capabil-

ity computing (using the maximum computing power to solve

a single large problem in the shortest amount of time), as

opposed to the capacity computing (large number of moder-

ately sized simulations) needed for an exploratory physics

study. As is often the case for PIC, one must therefore use

parameter scaling to reduce the simulation size. The parameter

of primary interest is the size of the simulation domain normal-

ized to the Debye length. There are several ways to scale this

ratio. The Debye length can, e.g., be increased by scaling

down the electron density or by scaling up the relative permit-

tivity. For most of our simulations, we are instead using the

actual, physical Debye length and simply scale down the

device size, typically to 1 cm diameter. To roughly maintain

the device size normalized to gyro radius, we compensate by

scaling up the magnetic field. We also present some simulation

results for a more realistic device size, with the Debye length

scaled up using an artificially large relative permittivity.

Similar to the experimental set up, in the simulations a

narrow electron beam is injected at the origin (x¼ 0, y¼ 0)

along the axis of the device, parallel to the external, homoge-

neous, axial magnetic field (see Fig. 1). The beam energy is

10 eV with zero thermal velocity. The injection rate is held

constant throughout the simulation. A typical injection

region is a 10� 10 cell square, but the simulation results

were found to depend only weakly on the exact beam width.

This beam represents electrons streaming from the cathode

that are accelerated by the axial electric field at the exit of

the cathode. The strength of the magnetic field is chosen to

magnetize the electrons (with the device radius of 0.5 cm

corresponding to about five electron gyro radii), but to leave

the ions unmagnetized. A typical value used is 100 G. The

simulated electrons undergo anisotropic elastic collisions

against the neutral gas atoms and the ions experience charge-

exchange collisions with the same.33 The 10 eV energy of

the injected electrons is below the ionization threshold. With

no other ion sources, the only ions in the simulation are those

initially present. The electrostatic approximation is assumed

valid and the Poisson equation is solved to compute the pre-

dominantly radial electric field that develops to drive the

electron current across the magnetic field. This electric field

confines ions and leads to a peaked plasma density profile.

Because the injected electrons have zero perpendicular

thermal energy, there will inevitably be grid heating in a PIC

simulation. The cell size was initially set to 20 lm, but the

beam electrons were found to gain a few eV of perpendicular

thermal energy during the simulation due to grid heating.

This is not believed to significantly affect the results, but the

cell size was nevertheless reduced to 10 lm. The time step is

limited by the cell transit time for electrons and was set to 5

ps for early simulations and then reduced to 2 ps when the

cell size was halved.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR REDUCED DEVICE
SIZE

Simulations are performed with both a square and an

approximately circular, stair-stepped device cross-section.

The square boundary was initially used because the direct

Poisson solver implemented by us recently in LSP had been

verified for this configuration. In both cases, the boundary is

grounded, perfectly conducting metal, which absorbs

impinging particles. Secondary electron emission is

neglected. The shape of the boundary is found not to have a

significant impact on the main simulation results. An 80 mA,

10-eV electron beam is injected along the axis, with homo-

geneous current density for �0:01 cm � x; y � 0:01 cm and

zero outside. A peaked density profile is formed, which is

quasi-neutral, except in the sheath at the wall.

The simulations using a square boundary are resolved

by 500 � 500 cells and a 5 ps time step. The latter simula-

tions with an approximately circular, stair-step boundary use

1000 � 1000 cells and a 2 ps time step. 25–100 macro par-

ticles per species per cell are launched. The global domain is

divided into 256 local domains, keeping both field and parti-

cle data local to a process. Interprocess communication is

done using message-passing interface (MPI). Load balancing

is done differently in the x and y directions. The global

domain is initially divided into 16 � 16 local domains. In the

x direction, cells are redistributed, as needed, among local

domains every 50 ns of simulated time by moving the local

domain boundaries. In the y direction, the global domain is

divided into 16 regions, which are narrower close to the ori-

gin, where the density will be the highest. These region

boundaries remain fixed throughout the simulation and load

balancing is achieved by redistributing processes between

regions. That is, a region close to the axis might be divided

in the y direction by more than 16 processes at the end of the

simulation, and a region far from the axis by fewer than 16

processes. The redistribution of processes between regions is

done every 200 ns, if needed. Running on 256 cores, simula-

tions typically take 5–10 days to execute. Strong scalability

is very close to ideal going from 144 to 256 processes, and

execution time could thus likely be reduced by running on

more cores. However, the increase in queue time when more

cores are requested from the scheduler is expected to largely

negate that gain.

A. Square device cross section

Figure 2 shows the density of beam electrons from a

simulation with a square device cross section with 200 l
Torr helium gas and a 100 G magnetic field. As can be seen,

a spoke-like structure is rapidly formed and persists through-

out the remainder of the simulation. With no source of ions,

plasma is gradually lost and the simulations are typically run

for around 2 ls. The color plots in Fig. 2 show the density of

the electrons injected from the cathode and do not include

the electrons initially present in the simulation.

The spoke forms with azimuthal mode numbers in the

range of 10 < nh< 20 but later settles to smaller mode num-

bers, 1 � nh � 4.

Figure 3 shows the density profile of beam electrons along

the line y¼ 0 at every 10 ns in the time interval of

1200–1500 ns. At this stage of the simulation, virtually all of

the initially present electrons have been lost at the wall and the

density of beam electrons is equal to the total electron density.
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As can be seen, the density fluctuations are relatively large

and the particle confinement is poor with a potential well that

is only a few volts (not shown). To study the density fluctua-

tions in more detail, we plot the local density versus time at

r ¼ 0:1 cm at four different azimuthal locations in Fig. 4.

The density time trace presented as the red (blue) graph

in Fig. 4 is identical to the density at the location indicated

by the red (blue) arrow in Fig. 3. The electron-density ampli-

tude fluctuation at 0.1 cm radius (distance from device axis)

is approximately 6 20%. The phase difference between the

different azimuthal locations corresponds to a rotation in the

counter-clockwise direction, which, in our simulation model,

corresponds to the E � B and electron diamagnetic drift

directions. The rapid emergence of a spoke, rotating in the E

� B direction, is a universal feature of our simulations.

Density time traces at a fixed azimuthal location and

varying radius are shown in Fig. 5 for a time interval four

times longer than that in Fig. 4.

FIG. 2. Color plots of density of injected electrons (a) 100 ns, (b) 500 ns, (c) 550 ns, and (d) 1200 ns after start of injection into an initially uniform plasma

with density 5� 1011 cm�3 in 200 l Torr helium gas and a 100 G magnetic field. An animated version of this figure is available.

FIG. 3. Density profiles of beam electrons along the line y¼ 0 at every 10 ns

in the time interval of 1200–1500 ns. The dotted graphs are the instantaneous

profiles, and the solid red graph is their time average. The red and blue

arrows indicate the location of two of the synthetic density probes with their

signals displayed in Fig. 4. An animated version of this figure is available.
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The large amplitude of the density perturbation is evi-

dent from Fig. 5, where the blue graph (density at 0.3 cm

radius) is above the magenta graph (density at 0.2 cm radius)

on two occasions. That is, @ne=@r > 0, as the density gradi-

ent locally and intermittently reverses. The relative density

perturbation is large (about a factor of 2) also at 0.4 cm

radius, indicating that the spoke reaches the wall. This is

somewhat less evident in Fig. 2, where the logarithmic scale

obscures even large perturbations of the low edge density.

The only significant difference between ion and the electron

densities shown here is that the latter is slightly lagging, cre-

ating a potential difference of a few volts (not shown).

On the longer time scale displayed in Fig. 5, it can be

deduced that the density oscillation is caused by an approxi-

mately rigid-body rotation with a period of around 400 ns, or

a frequency of around 2.5 MHz, with higher frequencies

prominently present in the vicinity of the device axis. The

spoke rotation is in the direction of the E � B and electron

diamagnetic drifts (counter clockwise). In the simulations,

the potential well is shallow, and the two drifts are of similar

magnitude for this particular configuration.

To help determine which drift plays a larger role in the

anomalous transport in this case, we plot electron-current

streamlines over the electron pressure contour (will overlap

if diamagnetic drift dominates) and the electrostatic potential

(will overlap if E � B drift dominates), respectively. Figure

6 shows the result after 1.2 ls and Fig. 7 after 2 ls.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, after 1.2 ls, the electron cur-

rent follows pressure contours, not potential contours.

However, after 2 ls, the pressure and its gradient have

decreased sufficiently for the diamagnetic drift to no longer

dominate the E � B drift and the electron current more

closely follows potential rather than pressure contours, espe-

cially in the edge region, as can be seen in Fig. 7. It therefore

seems that neither of the drifts are conclusively dominant.

One or the other can be more important, sometimes simulta-

neously in different parts of the plasma.

B. Circular device cross section

To investigate the effect of the shape of the boundary,

simulations are performed with the device cross section

approximated by a more realistic stair-step circle. To reduce

mild grid heating of beam electrons discovered in the simula-

tions with a square boundary, the cell size is also reduced by

half, to 10 lm. To resolve the cell transit time for injected

electrons, the time step is correspondingly reduced to 2 ps.

Apart from these changes, the simulation model is identical.

By comparing Figs. 8 and 2, it can be seen that the main fea-

tures of the simulation results do not differ for square and

circular boundaries: a rotating spoke-like structure rapidly

forms, initially with large azimuthal mode numbers, and

then settling down with 1 � nh � 4. The spoke frequency

is also roughly the same for both boundary shapes.

The linear dispersion relation, accounting for density

gradient and finite electron Larmor radius, is given by17,20

x� þ x� x0 þ i�enð Þk2
?q

2
e

x� x0 þ x� x0 þ i�enð Þk2
?q

2
e

¼ k2
?c2

s

x2
; (1)

where x� is the diamagnetic drift frequency, x� � khv�
¼ �cTekh=eBLn, Ln ¼ �n=ðdn=drÞ is the effective density

gradient length, x0 � khv0 ¼ cEkh=B is the drift frequency,

kh is the azimuthal wave vector, kr is the radial wave num-

ber, k2
? ¼ k2

h þ k2
r , qe is the electron Larmor radius, cS

is the ion sound speed, and �en is the electron-neutral colli-

sion frequency. The following parameters were used for cal-

culations of dispersion relations: Te ¼ 5 eV, B ¼ 100 G,

E ¼ 2 V/cm, n ¼ 5� 1011 cm�3, cS ¼ 5� 105 cm=s, v�
¼ 2 � 106 cm=s, v0 ¼ 2 � 106 cm=s, xce¼ 2 � 109 rad=s,

xpe ¼ 5.6 � 1010 rad=s, and qe ¼ 0:75 mm. The density pro-

file was approximated by n rð Þ ¼ n0lnðR=rÞ , and correspond-

ingly Ln rð Þ ¼ r lnðR=rÞ changes with radius. Wavenumbers

are defined as kh ¼ nh=r and kr ¼ 2pnr=R, where R is the

system radius. In the limit of very short wavelength

k2
?q

2
e � 1, the dispersion relation gives x ¼ cSk?. For

longer-wavelength modes k2
?q

2
e � 1, the dispersion relation

gives the typical Simon-Hoh instability17

�x�
x0

¼ k2
?c2

s

x2
: (2)

And because of our parameters v� 	 v0; x 	 icSk?, that is,

the modes growth rate is determined by the ion sound

velocity.

FIG. 4. Electron density as a function of time at four different azimuthal loca-

tions, all at a distance of 0.1 cm from the device axis. Red and blue graphs are

for 180
 and 0
, cyan and magenta graphs are for 90
 and 270
, respectively.

FIG. 5. Electron density as function of time at four different radial locations,

all at azimuthal angle of 180
. Red graph is for radius 0.1 cm (compare with

Figs. 3 and 4). Magenta, blue, and cyan graphs are for radii 0.2, 0.3, and

0.4 cm, respectively.
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The dispersion relation Eq. (1) is consistent with the

simulation results, notwithstanding the fact that the spoke is

a multimodal, complex nonlinear structure and hence a linear

theory that is using axisymmetric density and potential pro-

files should only be used as rough guidance. As discussed

above, azimuthal mode numbers nh with values ranging from

1 to 4 are present in the simulations. Appropriate values for

the radial mode numbers nr are harder to estimate from the

simulation results; however, the dispersion relation is rela-

tively insensitive to mode-number variations in the reason-

able range of 10 � nr � 50. For these parameter values. the

solution to the dispersion relation is unstable at almost all

radii, but the real part of the frequency is an order of magni-

tude higher than what is observed in the simulations.

However, the azimuthal component of the group velocity,

which is well approximated by the ion acoustic speed, is

within about a factor of 2 of the spoke velocity, with the lat-

ter being higher.

The electron-current streamlines in Figs. 6 and 7 seem

to connect with the wall. Figure 9 shows time traces of edge

electron density and radial current, respectively. As can be

seen, the radial current is very strongly correlated with the

density fluctuations and we can conclude that the spoke car-

ries almost all of the radial leakage current. The edge

electron-density azimuthal asymmetry is less visible in Fig.

8 due to its logarithmic density scale, but it is present and in

full agreement with Fig. 9.

Simulations with argon and xenon show similar results as

those with helium. The spoke period, similarly to a trend

observed in the experiment, is proportional to
ffiffiffiffiffi

M
p

(see Fig. 10).

The heavy-ion simulations are therefore more challenging since

they have a slower time scale and require longer simulations.

FIG. 6. Electron-current streamlines plotted over (a) the electron pressure contour and (b) the electrostatic potential, respectively, after 1.2 ls.

FIG. 7. Electron-current streamlines plotted over (a) the electron pressure contour and (b) the electrostatic potential, respectively, after 2 ls.
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The modes responsible for the anomalous transport are

not yet conclusively identified, although the ion-mass scaling

of Fig. 10 indicates the importance of ion motion. A phase-

space plot of the ions, shown in Fig. 11(a), exhibits ion

dynamics consistent with the charge separation created by

the modified Simon-Hoh instability.

As seen in Fig. 11(b), a similar plot of electrons in phase

space shows no discernible velocity-space structure.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR REALISTIC DEVICE
SIZE USING INCREASED RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY

One of the candidate unstable modes for generating

anomalous transport is the modified Simon-Hoh instability,

which is strongly affected by the density gradient.23,24 In the

simulations with reduced device size, it is therefore likely

that the Simon-Hoh mode is not accurately reproduced

because the density gradients, and therefore mode frequen-

cies, are higher than those observed in experiments.12

Frequency is approximately inversely proportional to the

radius of the device. Moreover, for the small-size system,

finite electron gyroradius effects become important.17 The

dispersion relation (1) indicates that by scaling the relative

permittivity instead of the device size, the Simon-Hoh mode

should be unaffected by the scaling. Furthermore, the ion-

acoustic mode should be correctly reproduced in scaled-

permittivity simulations, and the lower-hybrid mode only

slightly modified through its weak dependence on the elec-

tron plasma frequency in the relevant parameter regime. We

therefore perform simulations with a more realistic device

diameter of 5 cm and a gas pressure of 1 mTorr. With a

relative permittivity er ¼ 100, 500 � 500 cells are sufficient

to resolve the Debye length, which is increased by a factor

of 10 by the permittivity scaling. A comparison case with er

¼ 400 and doubled cell size and time step, but otherwise

identical, is also run.

Figure 12 shows the density of beam electrons from a

simulation with er ¼ 100 in a 5 cm � 5 cm simulation

FIG. 8. Color plot of density of injected electrons after (a) 100 ns, (b) 500 ns, (c) 550 ns, and (d) 1200 ns. An animated version of this figure is available.
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domain resolved by 500 � 500 cells. The results are similar

to those with reduced device size, although the structures

evolve on a slower time scale.

The beam-electron density contours with er ¼ 400 are

transiently different than with er ¼ 100 [compare Figs. 13(a)

with 12(a)] but then become very similar and remain so

throughout the simulation [see Figs. 13(b) and 12(b)].

The Hall parameter, xce/�eff, is calculated from the sim-

ulation results using Ohm’s law, neglecting the weak electric

field, and is plotted in Fig. 14. Also for the Hall parameter,

there is no significant difference between the results with er

¼ 100 and er ¼ 400. The Hall parameter from the simula-

tions is well approximated by the value from the Bohm

model for both cases.

Figure 15 shows the edge density and radial-current

fluctuation for simulations with er ¼ 100. As can be seen, the

spoke rotation is far from sinusoidal, although the major fre-

quency component seems to be of the order of 100 kHz, in

good agreement with experimental values,12 when scaled for

ion mass. In future work, longer simulations will be per-

formed to obtain more conclusive results. For the larger

value of relative permittivity, the spoke at the edge seems to

be characterized by higher frequencies (not shown). The

results for the spoke frequency with scaled permittivity are

therefore still only tentative.

Agreement between the dispersion relation Eq. (1) and

the simulations with more realistic device size is relatively

good, using parameters estimated from the simulation

results. The real frequency of the dispersion-relation solution

is again about an order of magnitude higher than the range of

frequencies that are prominent in the simulations. The azi-

muthal component of the group velocity compares better

with the simulated spoke rotation speed, with the latter being

slightly lower in this case.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed two-dimensional electrostatic parti-

cle-in-cell simulations of anomalous transport in an E � B

configuration corresponding to a Penning discharge. The

electrons injected by an RF cathode in the actual device are

modeled as a 10 eV (below the ionization threshold) beam of

cold electrons, injected along the device axis. Any effects of

ionization are neglected in the simulations presented here

but will be investigated in future work. Preliminary results

indicate that the spoke in a Penning discharge is only weakly

affected by ionization. The simulations presented here

exhibit formation of an azimuthally asymmetric, spoke-like

structure rotating in the direction of the E � B and electron

diamagnetic drifts with average azimuthal velocity within a

factor of 2 of the dispersion-relation group velocity, which is

well approximated by the ion sound speed. In addition to

FIG. 10. Spoke period vs. ion-to-electron mass ratio. Triangles are approxi-

mated values from simulations and solid graph is a fit to a square-root

function.

FIG. 11. Normalized momentum in x direction vs. x for (a) helium ions and

(b) electrons, in the range of �100 lm< y< 100 lm (compare with density

contour of Fig. 8(d) from same simulation and at same time slice).

FIG. 9. Edge electron density (green) and radial current (orange), both eval-

uated at (x¼ 0 cm, y¼ �0.5 cm), as function of time.
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larger structures, small-scale modes also contribute to the

anomalous transport. However, the rotating spoke channels

most of the radial current in short bursts when the “arc” of

the spoke connects a point of the discharge periphery to the

center, allowing electrons to move along equipotential lines.

The observed spoke frequency is in reasonable agreement

with the dispersion relation and scales with the square root

of the ion mass similarly to the scaling observed in experi-

mental data. The Hall parameter and corresponding anoma-

lous current obtained in the simulations are also similar to

experimental values.

PIC simulations must resolve the Debye radius to avoid

numerical heating. If the simulation domain is large com-

pared to the Debye length, PIC simulations can become

intractably large. Therefore, simulations were scaled in two

ways: either by reducing the size of the simulation domain or

by artificially increasing the relative permittivity. The spoke

was observed in both cases. With the former scaling (reduced

plasma size), the frequency of the mode is higher, more simi-

lar to a lower-hybrid mode in accord with the generalized

dispersion relation. With the latter scaling (increased permit-

tivity), the frequency of the mode corresponds better to the

Simon-Hoh instability.

As expected from the dispersion relation for the modes

relevant for anomalous transport, scaling up the relative per-

mittivity does not significantly affect the simulation results.

Further investigation of the effects of the artificially

increased relative permittivity is underway.

FIG. 12. Density of injected electrons with er ¼ 100 after (a) 400 ns (close up of central region) and (b) 10 000 ns.

FIG. 13. Density of injected electrons with er ¼ 400 after (a) 400 ns (close up of central region) and (b) 10 000 ns, similar to Fig. 12 with er ¼ 100.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for animated versions of

Figs. 2, 3, and 8 provided in the form of five video files. The

file PenningSquare-nb-log_vs_xy.mp4 is an animated ver-

sion of Fig. 2. The file PenningSquare-nb-profile.mp4 is an

animated version of Fig. 3. The files PenningCircle-nb-

log_vs_xy.mp4, PenningCircleCloseUp-nb-log_vs_xy.mp4,

and PenningCircleCloseUpLarge-nb-log_vs_xy.mp4 are ani-

mated versions of Fig. 8, the latter two being close ups of the

central injection region [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=ovzXZeWVOXA; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=Q_SXVSI4f4Q; and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=vVUHdZkL0hI].
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APPENDIX: ONE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS

It is evident that a one-dimensional simulation model of

the Penning discharge, numerically resolving only the radial

direction, would be simplistic and unable to reproduce some

of the fundamental physics of the anomalous transport in the

device. We nevertheless initially performed some one-

dimensional simulations, primarily to identify and correct

errors in the input file and to find spatial and temporal resolu-

tion resulting in numerically converged solutions. Here, we

will present some physics results from the one-dimensional

simulations that are not directly pertinent to a Penning dis-

charge but illustrate some basic aspects of anomalous trans-

port in magnetized plasmas.

The one-dimensional simulations are performed in a

domain �0:5 cm � x � 0:5 cm, bounded by grounded, per-

fectly conducting metal. A cell size of 10 lm is used, a third

of the Debye radius, which limits grid heating. The time step

is 5 ps. These simulations are unable to reproduce azimuth-

ally asymmetric phenomena, such as the waves and rotating

spoke seen in the experiment. With the azimuthal and axial

wave numbers forced to zero, the only remaining fluctuations

are one-dimensional lower-hybrid modes, while the azi-

muthal E � B and diamagnetic flows (due to the electric field

and density gradient, respectively) are removed as sources of

instability. In the one-dimensional case, the anomalous trans-

port is much reduced as only the second order drift velocity

contributes to the transport. As a result of the lower value of

the anomalous transport and higher electric field that con-

fines ions, the plasma density profile is much narrower for

one-dimensional simulations compared to 2D simulations

and experimental results.

With a 13 mA electron beam injected around the axis in

the region �0:01 cm � x � 0:01 cm, the one-dimensional

simulations reach steady state after about 5 ls. Steady state

is reached by balancing the continuous axial current injection

with a radial leakage current. A deep potential well develops,

not seen in the experiment, which indefinitely confines the

ions. The ion energy distribution function, with Hamiltonian

(or total) energy as the independent variable, is very nearly

Maxwellian and the density is well approximated by the

Boltzmann distribution. A quasineutral plasma exists around

the axis of the device, surrounded by a very large sheath

region with only electrons present. The electrons rotate at

the E � B velocity.

To investigate if there is any anomalous transport with

the one-dimensional simulation model, we first perform a

simulation at zero helium gas pressure, i.e., without classical,

collisional transport. The electron density and electrostatic

potential are shown in Fig. 16.

A number (31) of different snapshots are plotted as dot-

ted graphs to show the fluctuations around the mean. As can

be seen in Fig. 16, both electron density ne and electrostatic

potential / fluctuate.

FIG. 14. The blue and green graphs show the Hall parameter from simula-

tions as a function of radius for er ¼ 100 (blue) and er ¼ 400 (green). The

red line is the Hall parameter with classical collisions only. The black line is

the Hall parameter used in the Bohm model (which has a value of 16).

FIG. 15. Edge electron density (green) and radial current (orange), evaluated

at (x¼ 0 cm, y¼ �2.5 cm), as function of time for er ¼ 100.
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A 3.3 MHz oscillation is seen in the simulations, a fre-

quency corresponding to the lower-hybrid mode xLH

¼ xcexcið Þ1=2. By varying the simulation parameters, we

find that the mode frequency is proportional to the magnetic

field and inversely proportional to the square root of the ion

mass, but weakly dependent of the gas pressure. Increasing

pressure does, however, reduce the on-axis density. broadens

its profile, and makes the potential well shallower. At 100 l
Torr, a value in the experimental parameter range, the on-

axis potential is about �70 V, compared to a few negative

volts seen in the experiment. The one-dimensional simula-

tions thus do exhibit anomalous transport, driven by the one-

dimensional lower-hybrid modes. In the one-dimensional

case, the lower-hybrid modes are excited by the radial elec-

tron current, which is weak, as only the second order electron

drifts contribute to the radial flow.

An effective collision frequency �eff can be calculated

from the simulation data using Ohm’s law with both radial-

electric and pressure-gradient terms. Radial profiles of the

Hall parameter, the ratio of electron gyro frequency xce and

�eff , from simulations at two different pressures are shown in

Fig. 17.

With finite gas pressure, the Hall parameter near the

axis is close to the classical value, but somewhat lowered by

anomalous collisions. Close to the edge, all the simulations

are in good agreement with the Bohm model. The values of

the Hall parameter near the axis are at least an order of mag-

nitude larger than in the experiment. The discrepancy is due

to the different nature of the anomalous transport in the one-

dimensional case, which is at least an order of magnitude

smaller than in the more realistic two-dimensional case.
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